
 In a previous issue of Kagami, I dis-
cussed tameshigiri, focusing on the 
history and basics of the practice.  In 
this issue, I will delve more deeply 
into the subject, focusing on ad-
vanced concepts and practice of 
tameshigiri, particularly with respect 
to how tameshigiri relates to and fits 
in with the study of Muso Jikiden 
Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu. 
 
 Sometimes when we observe 
tameshigiri, we see displays of sim-
ply cutting mats rather than a demon-
stration of good technique derived 
from waza applied to tameshigiri.  
Tameshigiri such as this is kyokugei, 
for show; and while it may be a dem-
onstration of successful cutting, it 
does not necessarily represent good 
technique. 
 
 The purpose of tameshigiri in Iai-
jutsu is very different than perform-
ing tameshigiri for demonstrations.  
The correct incorporation of 
tameshigiri into one’s iai practice requires kenkyushin.  The word “kenkyu” means research, or 
advanced study.  “Shin,” of course, refers to the mind.  Kenkyushin, therefore, means a deeply 
studying mind.  For the practitioner of Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu, the main goal of 
tameshigiri, or iai tameshigiri, is to cut using principles and techniques from the waza and 
katachi of the curriculum of the ryu.  This is done through kenkyushin, which involves the ad-
vanced study of the toho contained within the waza and katachi. 
 
 In basic tameshigiri, we typically talk about cutting with the monouchi of the blade.  However, 
Iaijutsu waza and katachi teach that in addition to the monouchi, other cutting aspects of the 
blade are used in combat; it is the distance between opponents, or the maai that dictate which 
portion of the blade is being used during a technique.  For instance, in the nukitsuke in Mae 
(and many other waza), the kissaki may be used to cut to the opponent’s eyes. 
 
                 (Continued on Page 3) 
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From The Editor’s Desk by Erik Johnstone 

 I began training in martial arts in 1980, and Japanese budo specifically in 1984, starting with the study of Wado-ryu 
Karate-do and Jujutsu under a very strict Japanese instructor.  As such, I had some good, solid exposure to Japanese 
culture, particularly budo culture, during a very important time of my life.  Over the years, as a result of numerous relo-
cations throughout my teenage and college years, I also had the opportunity to study Okinawan Karate and Aikido.  
These experiences paved the way to study the arts that I currently practice; arts that I will study for the rest of my life. 
 
 Through it all, one of my greatest goals had been visit Japan to 
train on the native soil of the budo that I have pursued.  Between 
1990 and 2005, three different opportunities to make that much 
desired journey came and went, failing to come to fruition for vari-
ous reasons.  When asked if I had ever visited Japan, I would wist-
fully joke that I was “0 for 3” on opportunities to make the trip.  I 
would often add that my montsuki and hakama, having been lent to 
another member for the occasion, made the trip to Japan for the 35th 
Anniversary of the Nippon Kobudo Jikishin-Kai without me! 
 
 However, early in 2007, I came to the happy realization that my 
“Japan Slump” was going to come to an end.  With the Jikishin-Kai 
International making plans for a trip to Kyoto for the Dai Nippon 
Butoku Kai Third World Butoku Sai, another opportunity was com-
ing my way, and I was determined not to miss this one.  I was fortu-
nate that the resources were actually in place to make that opportu-
nity a reality. 
 
 As the departure date drew closer, my sense of anticipation grew.  
Would my experiences in Japan be everything that I had hoped for?  
What, if anything, would I learn about myself from these experi-
ences?  These, and many other thoughts and questions, perhaps 
even a degree of nervousness, were on my mind during most of my 
waking hours.  However, all questions were swept from my mind 
when I boarded the Northwest Airlines flight bound for Kansai International in Osaka.  My only thought was that after 
18 years since the first opportunity to go fell through, I was actually on my way to Japan!  The reality of what this trip 
really meant, however, was waiting for me on the other side of the world. 
         
 What I could say about my experiences during the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai World Butoku Sai and Rensei Taikai in 
Kyoto could take a number of articles spread across a number of issues of Kagami.  For now I can say that this trip, and 
its primary purpose, was a very special experience.  I consider myself very privileged to have been given the opportu-
nity to take part in our demonstrations, held in the historic Butokuden before the DNBK Fuku Sosai and the senior-
most instructors of the DNBK Hombu, as well as all of the DNBK members present, numbering over 1,000 and repre-
senting more than 30 countries.  I am honored to share, as Erik Tracy so concisely stated, in the sense of accomplish-
ment that we as a group all felt. 
 
 I, along with other members of the JKI, will share some of our experiences and impressions of our time in Kyoto else-
where in this issue of Kagami and hopefully in issues to follow.  This issue also includes two offerings from Shimabu-
kuro Sensei, including a discussion of Iai Tameshigiri that is sure to provide great insight into your practice.  As ever, I 
would like to thank all those who contributed articles and images for use in this issue of Kagami; please keep them 
coming! 
 
 We hope that you all enjoyed the Independence Day holiday weekend (and for you Canadians out there, the Canada 
Day holiday weekend!) and hope to see you later in the summer for the upcoming Ono-ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu seminar 
with Sasamori, Soke!  
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How is this understanding of the technique applied to tameshigiri?  A correct nukitsuke using the kissaki cannot cut 
very deeply, perhaps only a few inches.  If one attempts tameshigiri in order to practice cutting using this nukitsuke and 
cuts through the mat completely, the distance, and therefore the technique itself, was incorrect from the standpoint of 
the waza.  The correct execution of tameshigiri using the waza as it is intended would be to cut one to three inches into 
the mat, and then to follow with kirioroshi, using kesagiri (recalling that kesagiri can indeed be a form of kirioroshi) to 
cut. 
 
 Other examples of the use of other portions of the blade in waza that can be 
applied to tameshigiri can be found in waza such as Ukigumo and Ya-
maoroshi.  In these waza, the opponent is very close.  The portion of the 
blade that is being used during nukitsuke is toward the middle, not the 
monouchi.  In order to understand these techniques, one has to be able to cut 
the mat using them just as they are taught in the waza then execute the fin-
ishing techniques.  Shatto is another good example of a waza using the mid-
dle of the blade (because of the maai) to execute iai tameshigiri, however, 
this time it is for the kirioroshi.  
 
 Additional waza such as Sodome, for example, can lead to valuable learning 
experiences when applied to tameshigiri.  One should execute tameshigiri in exactly the way that nukitsuke is per-
formed, moving forward to cut low with one hand.  This can be a challenging technique for tameshigiri. The katachi of 
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu also represent good sources of tameshigiri, because one has to deal with the challenge of dy-
namic movement as practiced in the katachi themselves.  It can be very hard to cut correctly when moving, because the 
body movement has to be correct in order to cut successfully.  This practice is an effective way to train the eyes to ac-
quire the target and identify the correct distancing while in motion. 
 
 One last but very important point in applying waza and katachi to iai tameshigiri is the understanding of how deeply 
the blade cuts or where the blade stops after a cut.  One should develop precise control while still being able to cut.  A 
method to practice this skill using tameshigiri involves rolling two (or more) mats, one rolled over another, and instead 
of cutting completely through the mats, try cutting through just one, leaving the other untouched.  Or, cut through two 
mats out of three mats rolled together.  I think that you will find that it is much more difficult to cut through one mat 
and stop before cutting into second mat uncut than just cutting right through both mats! 
 
 As you may now see, the waza and katachi of Iaijutsu, through the use of kenkyushin, are excellent sources to develop 
real cutting technique with control and precision. One has to understand the bunkai and toho of the waza, understanding 
that different parts of the blade can be used to cut in different ways.  As an aside, this approach to tameshigiri should 
not be taught until a student is past the kyusha level and has reached into the yudansha grades.  Instead, kyusha should 
spend time becoming comfortable with the action, mechanics and distancing required for cutting a target using basic 
cutting patterns. 
 
 It should be clear that iai tameshigiri is very different from simply cutting mats.  Mindless cutting has no benefit, and 
in fact is merely a source of more trash being sent to a landfill and also a needless waste of money.  Iai tameshigiri has 
real value and real benefits, and is a practice to develop a deeper understanding of one’s overall Iaijutsu training.  When 
one approaches their tameshigiri practice, indeed all of Iaijutsu practice, training with kenkyushin, he or she is more 
likely to make greater gains in the study of Iaijutsu. 
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 In my article in the last issue of Kagami, I addressed the progression or logic of Iaijutsu waza and touched on the value 
of Iaijutsu training with respect to self-defense.  In this article I would like to continue in the direction of the value of 
Iaijutsu training. 
 
 One of the most obvious aspects of Iaijutsu training is the very nature of iai waza; the practice of Iaijutsu waza is a 
solo endeavor.  Unlike kenjutsu training or the practice of kumitachi, training in Iaijutsu waza does not require a part-
ner, making it much more convenient for one to find time to train consistently.  While solo waza is one but aspect of 
Iaijutsu training, it is an essential aspect that one can practice almost anywhere, at any time, affording one more oppor-
tunities to improve in their training. 
 
 Another value of Iaijutsu lies in the correct practice of Iaijutsu, requiring a 
deep understanding of the principles that underlie the art in order to execute 
proper iai.  One of the most important of these principles is that of relaxa-
tion.  Good iai simply cannot be expressed if the practitioner is tense or stiff 
in their execution of waza.  Excessive use of muscular contraction while 
swing or cutting tightens and locks the joints, creating tension and stress in 
the body, and often in the mind as well.  Such tension completely inhibits 
the relaxed and light technique that creates natural speed and cutting power.  
Relaxation, understood here as the avoidance of unnecessary muscle ten-
sion, is therefore absolutely essential in the execution of iai technique.  The 
relaxed nature of proper practice also supports the possibility of a relaxed, 
but focused mind, enabling one to put the stresses of everyday day life 
aside for a time.  Long term training enables one to experience this state of 
relaxed mind and body as their “natural” state throughout their daily life.  
This is a benefit that makes the study of Iaijutsu a very unique and valuable 
practice indeed! 
 
 While it is easy to say that one should be relaxed while executing technique, movement in relaxed manner, with mini-
mal tension in the body, can be difficult to describe, let alone actually do.  To illustrate this concept, it may be useful to 
think of the movement of an infant.  A baby doesn’t think about moving; it simply moves and is thusly completely re-
laxed, his or her mind simply leading the body through intention while completely avoiding muscular tension.  This is 
the type of relaxed movement that we seek, movement that in the budoka is expressed as internal coordinated power. 
 
 While good iai practice requires relaxation in an external or muscular sense, it also requires, and develops, the internal 
power mentioned above.  Such power is the product of proper, focused training which develops upper and lower body 
connections as well as kokyu, or “breath power.” It is also one of the reasons that one can perform good iai, even at an 
advanced age.  The development and understanding of kokyu is one of the elements that is essential to both the devel-
opment of internal power as well as the realization of the health benefits of iai training.  Breath and movement affect 
and support each other; they are not separate. 
 
 The final benefit that shall be discussed here is the training of a focused mind, an essential product of good iai training, 
and a benefit that is so very valuable in one’s daily life.  This focus is developed through concentration on each move-
ment, including nukitsuke, kirioroshi, chiburi, and noto, in the execution of waza.  This is a very important point, for to 
mindlessly swing a sword is ultimately meaningless.  Without focus or concentration, there can be no understanding of 
the meaning of iai.  With good focus, even a complete beginner can look good and can demonstrate good budo.  Con-
versely, a lack of focus will make the waza of even a practitioner of twenty years standing or more look empty.  



 Dai  Nippon Butoku Kai WBS Report by Erik Tracy 
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 It was a LONG week in Japan but I have to say that this was one of the most memorable trips or experiences I have 
EVER had!!  The opportunities afforded to us were mind boggling; and the fact that we were able to contribute in our 
small way was humbling.  
 

 Just being in the Butokuden (the old training 
hall within the Heian Temple complex) was 
awe inspiring.  However, knowing that Miura 
Sensei, Narise Sensei, Masaoka Sensei and 
even Oe Sensei (all Grandmasters of our style 
of Iaijutsu) practiced in that hall was moving - 
but being able to ourselves walk those floors 
and practice and perform enbu for Sosai, the 
DNBK Hanshi panel, the DNBK honbu mem-
bers, the DNBK International members - an 
incredible once in a lifetime experience!!!  
 
 And we represented Miura Sensei, Shimabu-
kuro Sensei, and the Jikishin-Kai Intl very 
well; we all did something special together.  
We were awarded Dantai Yushu Sho (Team 
Outstanding Award for the International Divi-
sion- 1st Place) for both the Butoku Sai 
("Festival") and the Butoku Rensei Taikai 
("Training Gathering"). 
 
 The showing of welcome and appreciation 
from the DNBK Hombu was also especially 
moving.  Their hospitality was beyond com-
pare; their willingness to instruct, their words 

of encouragement, their words of appreciation for others outside of Japan to commit themselves to budo, their hope that 
thru budo we can make not only ourselves better, but the world as well - all very inspirational and touching.  
 
 The number of Hanshi was staggering! There is SO much talent, history, compassion, sincerity from these gentlemen - 
TRUE models of what budo is all about.  We also saw very high levels of budo demonstrated by both Hombu and Inter-
national participants - excellent opportunities to see karatedo, aikido, aikijujustu, jujutsu, sojutsu, kendo, iaijutsu, iaido, 
jodo, and kobudo.  
 
 The banquets we attended were elaborate, complete with entertainment from taiko, traditional Japanese singing and 
dancing, an informal “talent show,” and with some very moving speeches.  We came home with gifts from Sosai, the 
DNBK, and a special gift from Hamada Hanshi, head of the DNBK International Division: a samurai doll of fine detail!  
 
 As previously stated on the JKI Bulletin Board, I took some pictures which are at this website address: http://
erikt.cts.com/Pictures/dnbk-2008/ . 
 
 I still reflect on how lucky we were to have participated in this special event.  The time the our group spent together 
was...intensive.  I learned a great deal about myself, others, and what is expected of us, especially at the yudansha level.  
It is humbling stuff to consider and to realize what more we have to work towards.  I'd like to close by saying thank you 
for your spirit and support during the trip and congratulations to all of the team members for a job well done! You were 
all great , and I consider myself lucky to say I was part of your team!  



DNBK Kyoto 2008: A Few Impressions by Erik Johnstone 
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 It’s interesting to note how sitting down to write 
about an experience can be…well, compli-
cated…especially when there are so many as-
pects or facets of that experience that one would 
like to write about.  Often times, the details of 
those aspects wind up competing with each other 
in one’s mind, clamoring for attention.  The trip 
to Kyoto, Japan for the 2008 Dai Nippon Butoku 
Kai World Butoku Sai and Rensei Takai is pre-
cisely one of those experiences.  There are just 
so many important details that could be dis-
cussed, each of them worthy of full attention, 
and yet, to adequately describe them all in a 
short article is nearly impossible. 
 
 As mentioned elsewhere in this issue of Ka-
gami, going to Japan had been a goal of many 
years standing, and for a time, the realization of 
that goal would be foremost in my mind.  How-
ever, I soon realized that getting to Japan was 
the easy part; it was the whole of the experience 
in Japan that ended up taking precedence above 
and beyond simply just going there. 
 
 I was, as expected, taken by the sites of ancient 
temples, shrines, and gardens, which are often 
surrounded by far newer elements of the city; a 
juxtaposition of old and new.  The number of 
sites that one can see in Kyoto alone is over-
whelming, and while I saw but a handful, the 
experiences and feelings that I had at some of 
them are not the result of effective use of a travel 
guide.  Indeed, it is likely that these experiences 
would have been completely unavailable to me had I traveled to Kyoto on my own instead of being there to take part in 
the DNBK World Butoku Sai with Shimabukuro Sensei, Long Sensei and the other members of the Jikishin-Kai who 
were able to make the trip. 
 
 One of the experiences that made this so very clear was entering the historic Butokuden for the first time, knowing that 
some of the greatest figures of 19th and 20th century budo demonstrated their arts on that very floor, in front of the Em-
peror himself.  Indeed, it seemed as though the floor, polished by decades of budo keiko and embu, glimmered with the 
energy and spirit of those great budoka who had set foot in that hall.  The names of those budoka read as a veritable list 
of budo giants, including Funakoshi, Kano, Oe, Mabuni, Masaoka, Miura, Miyagi, Otsuka and so many others.  And 
yet, there we were, on that very same floor, to perform a “rehearsal” of the demonstration that we would do during the 
WBS in front of Fuku Sosai, cousin to the Emperor and himself a Prince of Japan, and the senior-most teachers of the 
DNBK Hombu Dojo. 
 
 From that first experience in the Butokuden, the week, like a well-crafted novel, seemed to fuel the sense of anticipa-
tion, working its way towards the crowning events that would be the WBS and Rensei Taikai.  However, there were 
experiences, some subtle, others quite palpable, that for me, marked each day in a very unique, and often profound way. 
 
  
                   (Continued on Page 14)  
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 Javier A. F. Machado Sensei is the Di-
rector of Machado Budo Kai Argentina, a 
dojo in which Iaijutsu, Karate-do and 
Kobudo are practiced.  In addition, he 
serves as the Representative for the Jiki-
shin-Kai International for Argentina. 
Machado Sensei had studied Karate-do 
and Kobudo for approximately 25 years 
and Iaido for about 20 years. 
 
 Machado Sensei began the process of 
affiliation with the JKI as a result of a 
visit to Argentina in 2004 by Patrizia 
Gallo Sensei of Costa Rica.  Since that 
time, Gallo Sensei has helped the 
Machado Budo Kai by serving as an inter-
mediary and translating communications 
between Machado Sensei and Carl long, 
Shihan, Vice-chairman of the JKI.  As a 
result of this process, Machado Sensei 
and the Machado Budo Kai became mem-
bers of the JKI in 2005, beginning their practice of Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu under the direction of Long Sensei.  Long 
Sensei subsequently traveled to Argentina in 2006 to conduct a seminar for the Machado Budo Kai.  During the visit, 
Machado Sensei, along with a number of his students, was tested and awarded grade through the JKI in Muso Jikiden 
Eishin-ryu. 
 
 The Machado Budo Kai offers classes in Iaijutsu, Karate-do and Okinawan Kobudo, with practice being held through-
out the week at four training locations.  Machado Sensei is currently graded at Godan, Shito-ryu Karate-do and Nidan 
in Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu, the latter granted by Long Sensei during his visit to Argentina.  With a strong 
group of dedicated students and a growing interest in authentic budo in Argentina, Machado Sensei is working to pro-
mote the arts taught within the JKI throughout the country. 
 
Iaijutsu Seminar Conducted in Buenos Aires by the Machado Budo Kai 
 
 The Machado Budo Kai, lead by Javier Machado Sensei, conducted an eight-hour open Iaijutsu seminar on March 16th, 
2008.  The purpose of the seminar was to offer some exposure to authentic koryu Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu to 
the martial arts community in Buenos Aires.  Promoted through local magazines, newspapers and the internet, the semi-
nar drew participants from all over Argentina’s sprawling capital city, including practitioners of various arts such as 
Aikido, Judo, Karate-do, Tae Kwon Do and others.  
 
The subject matter for the seminar included Reiho; Eishin-ryu Batto-Ho and Shoden Waza with respective bunkai; and 
Tachiuchi no Kurai.  The seminar was a great opportunity for practitioners of various arts, unified by an interest in au-
thentic Japanese sword arts, to train together in the spirit of cooperation and learning, while exploring what for most of 
them was a completely new art form.  
 
I am grateful to my Iaijutsu students for all of their help in preparing for and assisting with the seminar.  They were 
indispensable in the creation of what turned out to be a very successful learning environment for all involved.  I am also 
grateful to all participants, some of whom traveled from great distances, for making the effort to share some of their 
valuable time with us.  
 
 
 



Training Beyond the Limitation  by Robin Everett-McGuirl 
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 I limp sometimes. Some people who don't know me assume that I am swaggering slightly, but I wish that were the 
case. The real reason is because, to put it simply, my leg is pretty messed up. In the last issue of Kagami, we heard from 
a couple people about short term injuries and how to deal with and learn from them. I thought I would take a few mo-
ments to share my thoughts about training with permanent and/or body altering injuries. 
 
 Let me first explain how profoundly grateful I am to have been born with all of my limbs, and all my various pieces 
and parts in good working order and in the right places. I am also profoundly grateful that I have managed to keep them 
all approximately the way they are supposed to be, and that I can still walk and ambulate in a fairly normal fashion 
without assistance from other people and/or tools.  However, even though a lot of people that know me casually have 
no idea that the inside of my leg has been rearranged, and my daily life is not usually adversely affected by it, it has 
certainly had an intense effect on my training, my attitude, and pretty much everything else. 
 
 I am 25 right now. In 2000, I was diagnosed with Osteo Sercoma, a form of bone cancer, in my left tibia. I was fortu-
nate enough to catch it early, having aggravated the tumor with lots of Aikido, Heavy Metal, and multiple jobs. I will 
not bore you all with the gory details of my treatment, as that is not why I'm writing this. I will say however, that after 
10 months of intense chemo-therapy, and a major invasive surgery, I was left with a clean bill of health, virtually no 
chance of recurrence, and a leg that had been pretty thoroughly re-arranged. They removed a chunk of my tibia, re-
placed it with an allograft (dead guy bone), removed my ACL (the bit that makes your knee not fold sideways), cut my 
calf muscle in half, wrapped it 'round the front of my leg to give me some stability, and then screwed everything to-
gether with a handful of screws, washers, plates, and pins. 
 
 While this generally doesn't effect the way I walk (I limp when I'm really tired, or when it's been really damp/cold for a 
few days), I am not able to run, jump, or to perform mostly anything that starts in seiza or tatehiza, which, obviously, 
affects my training. 
 
 While, at first, this was frustrating enough for me to pretty much give up on Aikido (without admitting to myself that 
was the reason), I couldn't stay away forever. I started up in iai knowing that there would be a limited amount of slam-
ming around or impacts to my leg, and figuring that if I just kept at it, I would be able to do the seiza waza without the 
pain that in initially caused. 
 
 Sometimes, I was right. I could go a class without needing to stand, or could ignore what little pain there was. Then, 
after a while, I couldn't make it through without a lot of pain, or without standing. My solution was simple: kneel until I 
couldn't take it and after that, stand for the rest. This caused no end of frustration for me, as I wanted to will myself to 
be better, but I would end up in pain for days after class, and it was just making me insane. I wasn't getting any better at 
my technique and I would keep hurting myself and getting mad and then my technique would get worse. This, obvi-
ously, was stupid. 
 
 Now, I get to my point. There's no sense in hurting yourself because you think you can take it or because you think you 
have to, in order to get your best training. What I eventually realized, was that my training was suffering because I was 
being a stubborn idiot. Splitting my training up and doing kneeling/standing/kneeling crap, and trying to substitute parts 
back and forth was just making it so that I was never training the same thing, and therefore I wasn't getting enough 
repetition in to make progress. I also realized that I was spending so much more of my time thinking about how much 
pain I was in, or how to change the technique so that I didn't hurt, that I wasn't thinking about anything I should have 
been, like what technique I was doing. 
 
 It was a hard pill to swallow, but I had to fess up to the fact that my knee and arthritis were just not going to go away, 
and I was going to have to train standing. At first I felt awkward doing it, because I felt weak and like I wasn't toughing 
it out like everyone else who had to kneel, but in time, I got over my guilt and just got on with training. 
 
  
                   (Continued on Page 9)  
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 So, my advice is to think about Yamamoto Kansuke. He is mentioned in Flashing Steel as the half blind, half crippled 
samurai who was missing digits, and also happened to be one of Takeda Shingen's 24 generals. Whenever I get frus-
trated or feel like I got a raw deal in terms of being able to train, I just try to channel him into what I'm doing. No one 
benefits from you trying to be a martyr in your training. The best thing for everyone involved is for you to come to 
terms with the fact that your training is going to be altered. Stand up, there's no shame in it. Focus on your spirit and 
your intent, and the ways that your training helps your life outside the dojo.  I even sometimes do things on one leg, just 
to make sure that I'll still be able to do it if my bad leg ever completely goes out completely. 
 
 In conclusion, here is some advice for dealing with these kinds of injuries/events that some may find useful. 
 
 1: Don't Give Up! Just because you can't do things the way you once could, doesn't mean that you can't do anything. 
Dropping out of the community not only is a detriment to you, but also your fellow students and teachers who don't 
want to see you go. 
 
 2: Don't Be Stupid! Don't push yourself in ways that can be potentially catastrophic. If you have a knee that functions 
pretty well most of the time, don't try to push it to do something that can cause an injury that results in the knee not 
working properly at all. 
 
 3: Be Consistent! Try not to vary your techniques too much. Don't go back and forth between 4 different versions of 
one waza to accommodate how you're feeling that particular moment. Work with something that you can do all the 
time. 
 
 4: Be Proud of Yourself! Not everyone has the same experiences in life. If you have had some kind of horrible injury 
and you're still training, pat yourself on the back. That means that you are someone who is worth training with, and 
someone who embodies the spirit we are after just as much as someone who is at peak physical condition and is able to 
things that you may not be able to do anymore. 
 



News & Announcements 
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Shimabukuro Sensei awarded Hanshi title for Iaido by the DNBK Kyoto: 
  
Shimabukuro Sensei was honored with the title of Hanshi for Iaido by 
the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai (DNBK) as part of the culmination of the 
3rd World Butoku Sai (WBS) held in Kyoto, Japan in April.  As you 
know, Shimabukuro Sensei had holds the tile of Hanshi in Muso Ji-
kiden Eishin-ryu Iai-Heiho through his teacher, Miura Takeyuki Hide-
fusa, Hanshi and the Nippon Kobudo Jikishin-Kai.  Additionally, Shi-
mabukuro Sensei also holds the title of Hanshi for his achievement in 
Shito-ryu Karate-do, presented last September by Tesshin Hamada, 
Hanshi on behalf of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai.   

 
 Unanimously awarded by a board of Hanshi representing koryu and 
gendai budo arts, recognition by the DNBK of Shimabukuro Sensei as 
Hanshi for Iaido is a significant accomplishment.  For those of us that 
participated in this event, the presentation represented a crowning mo-
ment of the experience of the WBS and the efforts that lead up to it.  I 
was fortunate enough and honored to witness what was a very moving 
presentation to Shimabukuro Sensei.  The pride that we felt on his be-
half was immense, but was expressed by none more vigorously than by 
Long Sensei, who literally seemed to burst with pride for Shimabukuro 
Sensei’s recognition.  We congratulate both Shimabukuro Sensei, as well as Long Sensei, for their achievements, lead-
ership and tireless efforts. 

 
DNBK Appointments for Shimabukuro Sensei & Long Sensei 
  
On June 17th, 2008, Masayuki Shimabukuro Hanshi and Carl Long Shihan were officially appointed as Representative 
and Coordinator, respectively, for the International Iaido and Batto-Do divisions of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai by Dr. 
Hiroyuki Hamada Hanshi, Vice President of DNBK Hombu and Chairman of the DNBK ID. They will be serving the 
DNBK ID as the official representatives for all sword styles under the direction of the Japan Hombu and the DNBK 
International Division outside of Japan. The DNBK is chaired by Higashi Fushimi Jigo, a Prince of Japan. These ap-
pointments are an extension of the authority of the DNBK Hombu and it's governing body. 
 
 Martial arts throughout the Japanese Empire fell directly under the jurisdiction of the Dai Nippon Butokukai, which in 
turn was accountable only to the Emperor and his administration. As the sole agency in charge of budo in Japan, origi-
nally the Butokukai was supported in large part by Meiji bureaucrats, the Ministry of Education (Mombusho) and the 
military. As such, any and all ancient and modern martial arts or related activities in the country were reported to, and 
invariably scrutinized by, the Butokukai. These arts included all Kenjutsu, Kobudo, Jujutsu, Karatedo, Aikido, Judo, 
Kendo, Kyudo, etc. 
 
 Organizations, schools, and or individual disciples of the Japanese Martial arts seeking more information  regarding 
the DNBK can find it here: http://www.dnbk.org/index.cfm. To learn more about Japan's first and foremost fraternity of 
classical and modern martial arts are invited to write to Dr. Hamada c/o College of Education HPER, Old Dominion 
University, Norfolk, Virginia, USA 23508 or contact Shimabukuro Hanshi or Long Renshi at hq@jikishin-kai.com or 
clong@jikishin-kai.com 
 
 
          (Continued on Page 11)  
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Shimabukuro Sensei’s Books on Amazon.com 
 
 If you get a chance (and please try to make time for one!), head on over to Amazon.com to write a review for Sensei’s 
book Katsu Jin Ken: Living Karate, The Way to Self Mastery.  While you are at it, you may want to take the time to 
add a review of Flashing Steel Second Edition: Mastering Eishin-ryu Swordsmanship.  In order to write a review you 
must have purchased from Amazon.com in the past.  Simply navigate to the page for either book, then click on “Create 
Your Own Review” under the “Customer Review” section.  Log in and write away! 
 
 
New Dojo and Website for Shindokan Budo: 
 

 Shindokan Budo, lead by Erik Johnstone, 
has partnered up with Mark Spear Sensei 
of the Reihokan Shorin-ryu Karate-do and 
Kobudo Association to establish the 
Black Bear Traditional Martial Arts Cen-
ter/Shindokan Dojo.  The new dojo was 
recently opened in Pawcatuck, Connecti-
cut and operates under the Black Bear 
Traditional Martial Arts Center 
(BBTMAC) name, but also retains the 
established “Shindokan” identity, incor-
porating it as the dojo name. The dojo 
offers training in Iaijutsu, Kenjutsu, Ju-
jutsu, Karate and Kobudo, and Kickbox-
ing. Shindokan’s location near the Con-
necticut/Rhode Island border extends its 
reach further throughout New England, 
with students coming from Connecticut, 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.  Please 
visit our newly revised website at (as 
ever) http://shindokan-budo.com or at 
http://bbtmac.com. 
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Ono-ha Itto-ryu with Sasamori, Soke!  
 
On August 8th & 9th, 2008 Sakura Budokan and the 
JKI will be hosting a two day training seminar with 
Sasamori Takemi Soke, 17th headmaster of Ono Ha 
Itto-ryu Kenjutsu! 
 
Sasamori Soke has never before taught in North America. 
In fact, he rarely teaches outside of the hombu dojo even 
in Japan. This is a very rare training opportunity indeed. In 
spite of the very short notice, we are receiving an incredi-
ble amount of interest from the Japanese sword arts and 
Daito-ryu communities here in the United States in attend-
ing this training event.  
 
Sasamori Soke is highly regarded in Japan as one of the 
greatest modern day teachers of koryu kenjutsu. Sasamori 
Soke inherited the Ono-Ha Itto Ryu from his father, Sa-
samori Junzo, 16th Soke. Sasamori Junzo Soke was Men-
kyo Kaiden in Ono-Ha Itto ryu, Chokugen-ryu naginata 
jutsu, Shin Muso Hayashizaki-ryu and the last known 
teacher of Muraku-ryu.  
 
Ono Ha Itto-ryu is a classical Japanese school of kenjutsu 
(odachi, kodachi, habiki) and was founded by Ono 
Jirouemon Tadaaki who inherited the school from Ito Itto-
sai Kagehisa (Itto ryu). Ono Tadaaki was the kenjutsu in-
structor of the Tokugawa shogun.  

Dates: August 8th and 9th  
Instructor: Sasamori, Takemi, 17th Soke of Ono-ha Itto-
ryu 
Location: Fleisher Athletic Center, NJIT University in 
Newark, New Jersey 
Tuition: $150 for one day; $225 for both days 
Host: Jikishin-Kai International 
Contact: Carl E. Long, Shihan 
Phone: (570) 288-7865 
E-mail: clong@sakurabudokan.com  or  

clong@jikishin-kai.com 
 
NJIT University is within 5 to 10 minutes of the Newark 
Airport in Newark , NJ 
 
In order to attend this seminar, all participants must pre-
register. Registration can be done online by visiting the 
Sakura Budokan website at sakurabudokan.com and click-
ing on the scrolling banner near the bottom of the home-
page. We recommend that you do so immediately if you 
would like to attend this special seminar. Please wear 
keikogi with black hakama and bring oak bokken with 
tsuba!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Long Sensei has secured a room block at the Robert Treat 
Hotel in Newark NJ at a reduced rate for those of you that 
would like to take advantage of it. The Hotel is 2.5 miles 
from Newark Airport next to Military Park and within 
walking distance of the NJIT Gym. The rooms will be 
released and will no longer be offered at the JKI seminar 
rate ($99/night single; $115/night double) after July 24th, 
2008. Please be sure to book your room ASAP in order to 
secure the best choice for Sasamori Sensei's Seminar. You 
can book the room online at the website or call the hotel 
directly at: 973-622-1000. Refer to the Group No. 993 or 
Group Name “JKI” (JIKISHIN KAI INTL) when reserv-
ing your room. The Hotel website and amenities can be 
found at http://book.bestwestern.com/bestwestern/
priceAvail.do?propertyCode=31067&disable... 
 
This seminar is truly one of those rare life-time special 
opportunities. We hope to see you there! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events and Seminars 
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JKI West Coast Gasshuku  
Shimabukuro Sensei and the JKI Hombu Dojo are 
pleased to announce the 2008 West Coast Gasshuku, to 
be held in beautiful San Diego on August 30th and 31st 
(Saturday, and Sunday). Join us in sunny California 
for a special Labor Day weekend training intensive! 
 
Dates: August 30th and 31st  
Instructor: Masayuki Shimabukuro, Hanshi 
Location: Hombu Dojo and UCSD, San Diego, CA 
Host: Jikishin-Kai International Hombu Dojo 
Contact: Hombu Dojo or Erik Tracy  
Phone: (858) 560-4517 
E-mail: hq@jikishin-kai.com or 

erikt@erikt.cts.com                                                                   
                                                    

The dojo will be open on Friday, August 29th for an open 
mat session and to welcome guests to San Diego. Saturday 
and Sunday training is scheduled to be held at the Univer-
sity of California San Diego in the Recreation Gym Build-
ing 265, MUIR Campus.   
 
Saturday seminars will cover basics for Muso Jikiden Ei-
shin-ryu and Ono-ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu. There will be a 
banquet on Saturday evening to enjoy good food, drink, 
friends and discuss the day’s events. Sunday seminars will 
cover more advanced techniques for Muso Jikiden Eishin-
ryu and review of Ono-ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu. Everyone 
attending will receive a specially designed t-shirt com-
memorating the event!  

 
At the conclusion of the Sunday seminars, we will be hav-
ing an informal relaxed team cutting event. Everyone is 
encouraged to participate. The spirit of this event is to mix 
and mingle JKI members, yudansha and kyusha, hombu 
and guests, and have some fun cutting together. The price 
for participating is included in the gasshuku fee; there is 
no extra cost for this event. You are not required to partici-
pate if you do not wish to. We wish everyone to have fun 
and enjoy the event for team building!  
 
The deadline for Registration is August 22, 2008. Atten-
dance is by pre-registration only. Enrollment information 
can be found at http://erikt.cts.com/jikishin-kai/gasshuku-
2008/gasshuku2008-form.htm, 
 
Hombu will be working with some of the local hotels to 
see if we can arrange special room rates, so if anyone is 
planning on attending, please contact Erik Tracy so that 
they can better negotiate with the hotels for room esti-
mates. 
 
Please be sure check the Jikishin-Kai website for further 
information and updates. 
 
We hope to see you in San Diego! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events and Seminars 

 

 Jikishin-Kai International Gasshuku 2008  



Jikishin-Kai Int. Hombu Dojo 
Masayuki Shimabukuro, 

Hanshi 
5505 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 

San Diego, CA. . 92117 
Phone: 858-560-4517 

 
 
 

Kagami Contact Information:  
Erik Johnstone, Editor 
Phone: 401-474-2568 

E-mail: eajohnstone@cox.net 

 The morning of the 
WBS brought one such 
experience; one that, 
like the afternoon be-
fore at Kiyomizudera, I 
will never forget.  Prior 
to the commencement 
of the WBS, all partici-
pants proceeded to 
Heian Jingu, and were 
lead into the shrine, 
further, I believe, than 
one would normally 
expect to be given ac-
cess.  Here, we wit-
nessed demonstrations 
of Kendo no Kata and 
of Iaijutsu, performed 
as offerings and invoca-
tions to the Kami.  Here, we were blessed and purified by the priest of Heian Jingu, clean-
sing us and perhaps empowering us for our demonstrations to come.  I cannot adequately 
express what I felt as I realized what was taking place.  What I can convey is the sense of 
calm that washed over me, preparing me for our embu in the Butokuden. 
 
 Following the opening invocation and Harai no Gi, we had the honor to perform the first 
demonstration.  We stepped onto the floor of the Butokuden, all of us carrying, I believe, that 
sense of…something that touched us at Heian Jingu.  And so it was, with over 1,000 pair of 
eyes from all over the world watching us, we performed our embu in front of the senior-most 
instructors of the DNBK Hombu, a Prince of Japan, and even perhaps the Kami themselves. 
 
 It was just such an incredible thing to be a part of and something that we can all be so very 
proud of.  Our members were presented with numerous awards, including the Yushu Sho for 
outstanding group demonstration on both days!  Shimabukuro Sensei received this award 
during the Rensei Takai directly from Prince Higashi Fushimi Jiko himself!  We also were 
privileged to witness Shimabukuro Sensei perform Harai no Gi to open the Rensei Takai and 
Long Sensei perform Osame no Gi to close it out.  Both men demonstrated with grace and 
power, moving all present in the Butokuden with the sincerity and spirit expressed through 
their waza.  We also witnessed many other excellent demonstrations of budo technique and 
spirit, from groups from all over the world.  What we experienced was special; something 
that can only be described as a once in a lifetime opportunity; something that we can look 
back on for the rest of days with pride….and gratitude.  

 

Jikishin-Kai.com 
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